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Abstract– The growth of applications over the network where
user needs system to system interaction, created the need for a
structure which provided interaction not only with the user but
also help application to application interaction. This problem
has a common name of Application Integration. It can be
resolved using Service Oriented Architecture, Enterprise
Applications and Web Services. Moreover, with the addition of
the intelligence and autonomy of software agents, transactions
may be equally automated for consumer-to-consumer,
business-to-consumer, and business-to-business collaborations.
But it is a clear observation that the world is a global village
and the numbers of services on the web are increasing day by
day. Because of this increasing number, a problem is raised to
find an appropriate web service which satisfies user needs. The
user wants an efficient way to find an appropriate web service
which satisfied his needs in a short time. In this paper we
describe an efficient technique to find web services by
combining two strategies including ‘input parameter search’
and’ synonym based search’. We believe that this technique
would result in a set of best matching services that satisfy the
users’ needs. We also describe an algorithm of how service
discovery can be done, using the aforementioned technique.
Keywords– Semantic Web Services Discovery, Service Oriented
Architecture, Ontology and SWS Search using Parameter
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field of semantic web service discovery. Section 3 provides
our proposed algorithm. Section 4 gives a description of the
matching algorithm for filtering the web services and section
5 gives an idea of how this approach is implemented. Finally
section 6 describes how to optimize our proposed algorithm
and recommends some future work that can be done in this
area.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Web services facilitate today’s industry to provide
interoperability between applications which are developed
on various Frameworks. Web services are defined as “a
software application identified by a URI, whose interfaces
and bindings are capable of been defined, described, and
discovered as XML artifacts. A Web Service supports direct
interaction with other software agents using XML-based
messages exchanged via internet-based protocols.”[2] The
web services interface is described in a machine process able
format like (WSDL, UDDI etc.). Other systems interact with
web services using SOAP messages and XML serialization.
There are many frameworks used for the development of
semantic web services. Service discovery is an important
part of these frameworks. Comparisons of some are given in
Table 1:

INTRODUCTION
TABLE1: SERVICE DISCOVERY APPROACH IN DIFFERENT
FRAMEWORKS.

n today’s world there are a huge number of web services

and to find an efficient and correct service which satisfies
the user needs is a difficult challenge. The main problem of
lies within keyword based searching. These may be different
words used in different terms inside different domains. At
the result of this search we often receive a collection of
irrelevant information. To avoid this irrelevant information,
semantic web technology is introduced. [1] Semantic web
services are used in applications that exist on Networks and
quickly respond to the new business needs. For the service
discovery in the proposed approach, we search the semantic
web service description syntactically. Semantic description
of web services plays a very important part in semantic web
service discovery [4].
To participate in the work of semantic web discovery
we proposed an approach for service discovery in semantic
web services. Our approach considers both correctness and
efficiency to search web services. This paper gives a short
description of the work we have done. Section 2 describes
literature survey of the work which already been done in the
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In the past many techniques have been used to search
the service in semantic web service discovery. Some of these
are briefly described below:
A. Input/output Parameter Matching
A web service has two sets of parameters normally
input parameter and output parameter. This parameter is
used for SOAP request in web services. A web service
search query Q is satisfied if (P is subset of web service
input parameter)^ (web service output parameter subset of
Q). Q has also two sets of parameter P= {input parameter}
and R= {output parameter}.
The service discovery uses the following two
strategies;’ Forward Service Discovery’ and ‘Backward
Service Discovery’.[3]
These two strategies are given below:

Fig. 1: Backward WS Discovery

input/output parameter of service provider and ontology of
input/output parameter of service requester. It then
calculates the similarity of both ontologies. Ontology is
complex information. The similarity calculation of
ontologies is calculated on basis of structural, name and
instance similarity.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
Service discovery is an essential part of semantic web
services Framework since the future web must allow making
use of web services without continuous user intervention.
A Web Service contains two types of Parameters; Input
Parameters and Output Parameters. The other information
about web service what are the main tasks done by that web
service. The functionality performed by web service is
known as task performed by that service. We use input
parameters, their synonyms, goal description and goal
description synonym matches. The web services for given
requirement and their input parameters are discovered using
the following steps:
i. Match the web service using goal description given by
user in deployed web services in IRS. The set of web
services are called SWg= GSW1…..GSWn.
ii. Match web services by every input Parameter
SWSi….SWSn.
iii. Match another set of services that are discovered using
synonym from dictionary or local database of goals and
input parameters. This gives a set of services SWSs=
SWSgoalsynonym+ SWS input synonym.
iv. Calculate
candidate
services
WSScan=
SWg+SWSin+SWSs. Now this result set contains all
possible services which satisfied users’ requirement.
For each Candidate Service, if it satisfied (WSout(subset of)
output Parameter^input Parameter(sub set of) WSin
^WSgoal(match)user request goal) OR WSout(subset of)
output Parametersynoynm^ input Parametesynoynm (sub set of)
WSin ^WSgoal(match)user request goalsynonym , add this
service to resultant discovery set.
The flow chart for the above proposed algorithm is as
follows:

Fig. 2: Forward Service Discovery

IV. MATCHING ALGORITHM

By overlapping of these two sets of forward and
backward strategy, we are able to reduce the number of
services that are evaluated for user searches.
B. Ontology Mapping of Input/output Parameter
Another approach which is used for semantic service
discovery is ontology mapping of input and output in
functional properties of semantic web services. The service
provider and service requester use domain ontologies for
building semantic web descriptions. If web service requester
and web service provider use different ontologies, it needs
an ontology mapping for resolving service discovery and
interoperability. It provides an ontology mapping processor
which takes two ontologies as an input; ontology of
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Matching algorithm is an efficient, layered, simple and
extensible algorithm. Different algorithms are applied for
service discovery and selection. The proposed matching
service algorithm is basically based on input parameters
matching and goal description requested by user match with
the goal description of the service. The composition of
services is out of the scope of this paper.
The proposed algorithm mainly used semantic service
description of web services. The service description provides
input parameters and their types. Service descriptions play a
very important role in discovery of services and composition
of those services.
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The web service which does not meet criteria with the
input given by requester.
C. Matching Goal Description
Each web service has its description i.e. what it has
done and for what this web service is designed. When a
client gives an input parameter to search the service and a
goal description for which the user wants to search the
service. This description matches with the goal description
of all advertised services and adds services to the candidate
service list. In the second step, a synonym of goal
description is searched from our knowledge base and it
matches the service on the base of this description and adds
these discovered services into candidate service list.
D. Make Final List
We take the list of candidate services and perform an
intersection of both. This gives us matching services from
both lists. Now different ranking criteria are applied on the
result set and the best service is selected according to the
requirement.
V. IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 3: Proposed Algorithm Flow Chart

The pseudo code for matching input parameters and
their synonym are given as follows:

A. Service Domain Matching
Web services high definition ontology defines the
domain of services and the category in which the service
lies. Mostly services are exposed for different categories.
One service does not fulfill the requirement of two
categories e.g. one service cannot be used for travel and
ecommerce at the same time. In this step service categories
will be filtered according to user requested service
categories. This filtering reduces the number of services
which are evaluated [8].
B. Input Parameter and Synonym Matching
The concept of matching the input parameters is to
match the name of input parameter and synonyms search
from within a dictionary. Matching of input parameter is
based on different relationships. There are mainly four
matching criteria on which input parameters are matched.
Matching level signifies the level of matching of client’s
Request and advertised service description. There are four
types of level of match defined. Some of the detail of match
algorithm is as follows.
• Exact:
The input parameter provided by requestor is same as
service parameters.
• Plug-In:
The web service provided by provider is more general
concept than required by user [7].
• Sub-sumption:
The provided output by web service is subclass of the
search input.
• Fail:
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Fig. 4: Pseudo Code for Algorithm

In the second step we take a list of services by matching
goal descriptions given by user and goal description
synonyms.
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And in last step we take intersection of these two lists,
the pseudo code for taking intersection is given as follows:

discovery plays an important role in semantic web services
development Framework.
In the web services that are highly data intensive a
major role is performed by Ontologies. But manually
Ontology creation is very difficult. Much research is
performed by people on service discovery. The most
common way for accessing web services by creating their
directories. The service is described in a standard way and
the available information is encoded so that its information
can be used in a standard way.
After combining service parameter and on the basis of
goal description search we got better results. We outlined an
approach of web service discovery with matching input
parameter and parameters synonyms in service description
and goal description given by user search on ontological
level. We used the generic goal concepts given by user. The
main focus in this thesis was to improve service discovery
mechanism in semantic web services development
Frameworks.
VII. FUTURE WORKS

Fig. 6: Final Result Set Algorithm

This gives the final list of services for ranking the best
service which meets with user needs. This algorithm reduces
the number of services for final evaluation.
VI. IMPROVING PERFORMANCE
This algorithm improves the performance of service
discovery. All matching services are filtered from matching
of input parameter, parameter synonym, goal description
matching and goal synonym matching. In the last step filter
the services for ranking by taking intersection of two sets of
services. The intersection step reduces the number of web
services for checking which meets with user needs. Ranking
services after discovery is a time consuming process if lists
of the filtered service are lengthy. This algorithm reduces the
number of services for evaluating and time is also saved.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have proposed a new approach for the
semantic web discovery for achieving better performance. It
introduces several features which were missing in current
works. It also gives a user friendly semantic search of
parameter names using different search methods and
searches on the basis of goal description given by user.
One of the main problems in creating service
description would require service provider to develop
ontologies for different service type and annotation on nonfunctional parameter of the service. The problem in the
effort required composing of Ontologies and omitting
disambiguates in domain concepts. Once a comprehensive
collection of domain ontologies were available, creation of
service description and deployment was very easy. But the
collection of Ontologies is a difficult task. But the creation
of ontologies was not the main task of this thesis. This thesis
concentrated on the service discovery process. Service

At its core, semantic web consists of different
collaborative working groups and sets of enabling
technologies. Now we discuss future work and
recommendation for this thesis. First of all a stable
framework is needed for the development of semantic web
Applications. This tool would enable the combination of
different types of applications. Because a web service calls
from many different platforms, it should be communicated
with every user. If user adds any information about their
requirements, this tool should consume this additional
information in a proper way and store it. This information
can be utilized to improve the service parameters and
ontology classes defined for the service. Different
approaches and service discovery methods are integrated to
get better discovery result set [4]. And make the service
discovery approaches more transparent what is approach
scope is accommodate dynamic descriptions or use only
static descriptions? Because, dynamic information utilized to
improve service discovery mechanism [5].
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